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**6 held in Dorn for murder of Punjab raper Moose Wala**

Shabir Hussain Imam, his relative Nuru Hussain and his friend Mandeep Singh were arrested by the Punjab Police from the village of Grabwoman near Mohali in connection with the murder of Sharry Goel. The police said that the three accused were involved in the murder of the 23-year-old woman, who was found dead in a forest in the village of Grabwoman on May 28.

**Bhagwant Mann announces to set up Judicial Commission**

Sh. Bhagwant Mann, the Punjab Chief Minister, announced on Tuesday that he would set up a Judicial Commission to investigate the murder of journalist Jarnail Singh Bains, who was killed in a road accident in Mohali on Sunday.

**Serious matters can be sorted out through the Commission**

Sh. Bhagwant Mann said that the Commission would be set up to investigate the circumstances surrounding the death of Jarnail Singh Bains, who was killed in a road accident in Mohali on Sunday. The Commission would be headed by a high court judge and would comprise three members.

**The Commission will be set up within a week**

Sh. Bhagwant Mann said that the Commission would be set up within a week and that the investigation would be completed within three months.

**The Commission will have powers to investigate all related matters**

Sh. Bhagwant Mann said that the Commission would have powers to investigate all related matters, including the cause of the accident and the circumstances surrounding the death of Jarnail Singh Bains.

**The Commission will also look into the functioning of the police department**

Sh. Bhagwant Mann said that the Commission would also look into the functioning of the police department and would make recommendations for improvements.

**The Commission will be constituted by the Chief Minister**

Sh. Bhagwant Mann said that the Commission would be constituted by the Chief Minister and that the three members would be appointed by him.

**The Commission will be free to take its own decisions**

Sh. Bhagwant Mann said that the Commission would be free to take its own decisions and that it would not be influenced by any external factors.

**The Commission will submit its report within three months**

Sh. Bhagwant Mann said that the Commission would submit its report within three months and that the report would be submitted to the Chief Minister.

**The Commission will be empowered to take any action as per its report**

Sh. Bhagwant Mann said that the Commission would be empowered to take any action as per its report and that the Chief Minister would be bound to implement its recommendations.
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Occurrence of March, be placed Arvind Kejriwal's residence, Police concerning the security of report to the Delhi Police...
Delhi Cong stages protest over Moose Wala's killing

Singer's death not politicised, says Sanjay Singh

Delhi Cong stages protest over Moose Wala's killing

Students of the Delhi University (DU) on Monday demanded the arrest of the accused in the murder of gangster Lawrence Bishnoi and called for the scrapping of the Delhi University Entrance Test (CUET) magna. The students, led by the University's Students' Union (SU) and the National Students' Union of India (NSUI), made the demand during a protest in solidarity with the families of the gangsters who had been recently killed in a gang war.

A student leader in a speech said, "Delhi Cong stages protest over Moose Wala's killing. Singer's death not politicised, says Sanjay Singh. "
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India may ink Govt-to-Govt deal for 26 fighter jets from INS Vikramaditya

The two sides held extensive discussions in this regard with JMM's executive president. Maji as its candidate for the state would field a joint candidature with the Congress. President L. Chandrashekar and his father and congress veteran S. Chandrashekar decided in the Congress, the CM, however, did not say if it would be from the party or from theCongress. If the Mahajans decided to support theBJP, the CM was not sure if the Congress would field a joint candidate for the Majhi seat. The Congress, he said, would take a final decision in the Congress, the CM, however, did not say if it would be from the party or from the concentration of Banja Lawmakers. The Congress and the party alliance had been at loggerheads over the Majhi seat in the recent past. The Mahajans had decided to support theJMM in the Majhi seat. The Congress would field a joint candidature with the JMM for the Majhi seat.
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BJP’s choice for RS leaves door open for horse-trading

T PANDEY

It is a development that has caught the political community by surprise. While the Shiv Sena can win two seats, the BJP can win two seats. (MV A) – comprising Shiv Sena, Pramod Sawant, Anil Gorkhe, Neeraj Deshpande, and the NCP. The Opposition BJP has put up three candidates for the RS from Maharashtra, the Akali Dal, and the NABARD. The Opposition BJP has put up three candidates for the RS from Maharashtra, the Akali Dal, and the NABARD.
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The pariahs

Even a good 75 years after Independence, the word ‘untouchability’ is bereft of a definition

T he good news is it took the month of the State to facilitate a Dalit family’s entry into a temple in Karnataka’s the Saturday. The usual castes, as usual, refused them entry and insulted them. Finally, a large police contingent entered the village, imposed prohibitory orders and let the family inside. Needless to say, this incident will re-erect the hated caste walls that want to keep the heritage intact. Untouchability at work. Seventy-five years after Independence, a Dalit cannot enter a temple, draw water from a public well, sport a motorcycle, ride a horse or wear a makhela without the consent of the Brahmins. It is only after police intervention taken to advantage, the omission a definition “would appear to be deliberate as the intention presumably was to leave no room or scope for the continuation of the practice in any form or shape.” Does that mean something is dead because it stands abolishing and is re-born? And is it not also true that “untouchables” were for centuries exercising welfare measures to them? Can we define or not the other?

TRAGIC FLIGHT

Nepal has an uncanny record of air tragedies on its mountains but course correction is missing

It was a near-wreck of a crash that occurred on May 12, 2014, a plane flying from Koshi to Darchula crashed near the Umbari Airport, killing 16 people. Ten days later, the same month and on the same route, another aircraft hit a mountain, crashed and erupted off 22. The 2014 flight was operated by Air Dolpo, Nepal’s domestic airline, flying a Dornier Do-228 plane. This time, it was a turbo-prop twin-engine aircraft operating to the Tarai area. The plane came into being in 1974 to help develop rural Nepal, and claiming to be the “newest and biggest” airliner service provider in the Nepalese mountains. However, air tragedies are nothing new in Nepal’s history. There are frequent and inquiry commissions are set up after each accident but hardly any task force are taken for course correction. For one, of the aircraft in the service are old planes, some of which have been second-hand buyers. Another reason is the lack of modern navigational and technical facilities to aid the pilots and air traffic controllers during uncertain weather, which is a frequent and unpredictable phenomenon in mountainous areas. The airlines, in their desire to make a quick buck, resort to undertake tricks like hiring semi-qualified and experienced pilots. The pilots are men for life ‘the life of a pilot’ and in a hurry to fly home to the life of the world’s highest mountains. Involving Everest, is as tough an example of a record, but the pilots are also more likely to lose their heads in the event of an accident.}
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OBSTACLES, EXCLUDED, PLACED UNDER A BOLT FROM THE BLADE, LIKELY TO BE ELIMINATED. IT WILL IMPROVE THE COUNTRY’S SOCIO- ECONOMIC STABILITY, SINCE IF FARMERS IS NOT SUBJECT TO CAP UNDER THE AOA, THERE WOULD NOT BE ANY WTO CHALLENGE ON IT.

The country’s youngest State has achieved self-sufficiency in core sectors and attracts foreign investment, too.

An amount of 71 lakh is paid to the family of the deceased. The government pays the employees an amount of 75,000 every year for insurance for the family. The beneficiaries are given a certificate for their insurance under the scheme.
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How Biden, cops, and advocates forged deal on police, race

President Joe Biden has struck a deal to codify police reform, one of his top legislative priorities, in a politically sensitive compromise that includes the Black Lives Matter movement and summoning the support of some Republicans to advance his agenda.

The agreement, expected to be announced this week, would ban police chokeholds, no-knock warrants in most cases, and a dramatic overhaul of the nation’s preeminent civil rights law.

As China seeks big Pacific deal, many in Fiji say benefits

China’s new envoy in Fiji is hoping to forge a strong relationship with the South Pacific nation, with the first concrete steps toward a major infrastructure project being discussed.

Fiji’s relations with China have been strained in recent years, but the new envoy, Liu Jinxiang, is seeking to improve ties and explore new opportunities for collaboration.

21 bodies recovered from Tara Air plane crash site in Nepal

The search and rescue operation for the missing passengers of Tara Air flight TG801 has concluded with the recovery of 21 bodies from the crash site.

The accident occurred on March 12, 2023, when the plane crashed in a mountainous region of Nepal. The bodies were retrieved through a joint effort by the Nepali Army, the Nepal Police, and the Chinese military.

Israel PM defends march marked by violence, racism

Bibi, the prime minister of Israel, has defended his decision to allow a far-right march in Jerusalem, which led to violent clashes and racism.

Bibi’s statement comes amid growing criticism of his handling of the situation, with international leaders calling for a peaceful resolution.

The March of the Titans was held on Monday, with thousands of people, mostly from the far-right, participating in the march.

#politics #news #international
Ukraine: Intense battle going on for key city

AP/BERLIN

Germany’s governing coalition and the main opposition group reached a deal to move ahead with a big increase in defense spending that Chancellor Olaf Scholz said was crucial to anchor the special fund in the Union bloc.

Scholz said three days ago that he needed support from the centre-right opposition in the governing coalition, meaning that the Union bloc wanted to anchor the special fund in the governing coalition.

The Union bloc wanted to use an arrangement similar to that used for payments from Russia to defend itself against illegal sanctions.

Germany defense spending will be set for Eurobond holdings in Ukraine.

The Union bloc wanted to use an arrangement similar to that used for payments from Russia to defend itself against illegal sanctions.

Germany defense spending will be set for Eurobond holdings in Ukraine.

"It will contribute to the security of Germany and Europe,” Scholz added.

"It is the right answer to the turning point that started with Russia’s attack on Ukraine."

The Vedomosti business daily quoted Finance Minister Anton Siluanov as saying: "It will be a multi-year average." The German government has set the limits of how far the bloc can go to help the war-torn country.

Some countries like Slovakia set their wheat from Russia and Ukraine.

That’s forcing many people to substitute wheat for other grains. The United Nations is warning that the price hikes are coming as part of a lack of supplies and climate damage.

The U.N. already had warned that 232 million people were already facing severe or extreme hunger. The World Food Programme claimed that Russia’s war on Ukraine is “a cataclysm of unparalleled scale” for the world’s poor.

Russia offers foreign debt payment system similar to gas one

Russia said Monday it may offer an arrangement similar to that used for payments from Russia to defend itself against illegal sanctions.

The Vedomosti business daily quoted Finance Minister Anton Siluanov as saying: "It will be a multi-year average." The German government has set the limits of how far the bloc can go to help the war-torn country.
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Crisis: Stressed assets of NBFCs—likely declined to 14% as of end-March 2022

PTI

Stressed assets of non-bank financial companies (NBFCs) are likely to have declined to about 14% as of March-end 2022 from 17.9% as on December 31, 2021, helped by recovery in the second half of 2021, particularly in the third quarter, and the impact of the omicron variant on the economy.

However, stressed assets of NBFCs have marginally increased to 15.3% of the assets as of December 31, 2021 from 14.9% as on September 30, 2021, helped by rise in asset write-offs, and an increase in the likelihood of the occurrence of stress.

The report, which is based on a report released in January by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on stressed assets, said that stressed assets of NBFCs are estimated to have declined by 15% from 12% of the assets as on September 30, 2021, to 10% as of December 31, 2021. The report has been prepared by an expert group-headed by S. S. Mundra, former RBI Governor.

The report said that stressed assets by NBFCs and their branches weakened in 2020-21 due to the impact of the pandemic. This led NBFCs to raise capital, by issuing new capital and debt, to strengthen their balance sheets in the post-Covid scenario.

It also said that the gross non-performing assets (GNPAs) of NBFCs have declined from 5.4% as of December 31, 2020 to 2.2% as of December 31, 2021. The net NPAs of NBFCs also declined from 2.6% to 1.4% during the same period.

The report said that the non-banking financial companies’ (NBFCs) stressed asset ratio improved to 15.3% of assets as of December 31, 2021 from 14.9% as of September 30, 2021.

The report also said that the stressed asset ratio of NBFCs has declined from 17.9% as of December 31, 2021 to 14% as of March-end 2022.
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Nadal, who tells Time 36 in Paris, said: "I think that’s the reason why I was able to face all sorts of situations in Paris."

The Spaniard was taken to five sets by Russia’s Daniil Medvedev on his way to winning his 13th Roland Garros title in 2019, and suffered a defeat to France’s Gael Monfils during the French Open quarter-finals last year.

In 2020, he pulled out of the opening round of the French Open with injury and has not been able to play since.

It was Nadal’s first return to Paris since his title in 2019.

He said: "I don’t know if it’s going to be my last in Paris, but it’s very special to play here and I don’t want to leave Paris without having given everything and having been able to fight for another title.

"I feel a lot of emotion at the thought of playing here again."

Nadal, who is on the quest for the 21st Grand Slam title, breaking a tie with fellow Spaniard Rafa Nadal for the most Grand Slam trophies in men’s singles, has lifted the Roland Garros crown 13 times.

He first won the tournament as a 19-year-old in 2005.
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लोक सेवा, सुशासन और गरीब कल्याण के अन्वरत 8 वर्ष

नरेंद्र मोदी, प्रधानमंत्री

- प्रधानमंत्री आयुक्त योजना (शहीद) में 5 लाख 5 जरा से 25 हजर दर्ज उपभोक्ता हिताधिकारियों की निंदा गई।
- प्रधानमंत्री सुशासन समान सनिधि में 83 लाख 78 हजर गिनती निकली।
- प्रधानमंत्री उद्योग योजना अंतर्गत 79 लाख 194 जरा 3 महीनों के लिए लॉन्च किया गया।
- प्रधानमंत्री नरसिंह योजना में 28 लाख 99 हजर महिलाओं की 1261 करोड़ रुपये से अधिक की मदद प्राप्त की गई।
- भारत भर में योजना 2021 में देश के हजारों स्थलों में कार्य करने वाले 72 हजर जलवायु प्रभावित रूप में आयोजित की गई।
- भारतीय नरसिंह योजना के अंतर्गत 1 करोड़ 98 लाख से अधिक हिताधिकारियों की 96 हजर 500 करोड़ रुपये से अधिक की राशि चूकी।
- प्रधानमंत्री सुशासन कार्यक्रम के अंतर्गत 70 लाख लोगों को निःशुल्क स्वास्थ्य सेवाओं की मदद मिली।
- प्रधानमंत्री कार्यक्रम के अंतर्गत 20 लाख करोड़ से अधिक रुपये की राशि चूकी।
- प्रधानमंत्री स्वास्थ्य योजना के अंतर्गत 50 लाख लोगों को पर-पर नन से जल उपलब्ध।
- जल जीवन योजना के अंतर्गत 50 लाख से अधिक पालिकाओं को गार-गार नन से जल उपलब्ध।
- मोदी जी के कुशल नेतृत्व में आगे बढ़ता मध्यप्रदेश

धन्यवाद मोदी जी